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The launch of the baby lock Ovation has set new standards in
the field of coverlock machines. No need to laboriously follow any
threading points. Forget about loose threads and all the associated
tangle and frustration. All thanks to the fully automated jet-air
threading system. A knee lift lets you change the presser foot
position without taking your hands off the fabric. Both the marked
presser foot pressure control and the presser foot lifter are within
easy reach of the sewing area for fuss-free adjustments.
The Ovation offers another convincing advantage: you can vary its
sewing speed. The adjustable control determines the maximum
speed, allowing you to focus fully on your sewing project whenever
intricate work requires high precision and your full attention.
Thanks to the convenient changeover from overlock to coverstitch
and vice versa, you have much more time to try out the numerous
stitch options that can be implemented neatly and easily using
the automatic thread delivery feature.

... convinces both beginners and professionals

The baby lock brand has been appreciated for its ease of use for decades. Both beginners and advanced sewers
can enjoy the machines‘ special technical features and all of the possibilities they offer right from the very
start. Whether the direct start or the different setting variants, everybody loves the outstanding sewing results
irrespective of the fabric and thread used.

Why a baby lock?
All of the innovations that come with the baby lock machines combine clever and high-quality mechanical
features. The machines do not require any computer technology, making them less prone to faults and
extremely durable, and thus guaranteeing long-lasting sewing happiness.
The world‘s first overlock machine that was developed for household use was a baby lock. From the very
beginning, the motto was: We at baby lock deliver only the highest quality to our customers, made in Japan.
baby lock does not rely on mass production, making this product something very special.
Our machines are produced in a craft-like manufacturing facility in the north of Japan. The staff test every
single machine for 20 minutes. More than 30 different seams are sewn to guarantee the high quality demands
placed on this product before it is delivered to our customers.
The very important and sensitive loopers are polished, inspected, tested and fine tuned by hand. The
aforementioned processes are only some examples of the many individual operations that are performed by
our highly specialised staff.

Perfectly combined ...
			 with random variety
Everything in its place

The Ovation‘s spacious accessory compartment can be unfolded
without the cones changing their position. The thread configuration
does not change and the seams do not loose their perfect look. You
can leave the compartment open and use the included standard
accessories while you are sewing. The compartment contains spare
parts, tweezers and a brush with a needle insert, among other
things.

Don‘t get wrapped around your own fingers …

Smooth silk or heavy fabrics always seem to slip away from underneath the
needle on your machine‘s work top at the most critical moments. The Ovation‘s
knee lift gives you a „third hand“ that lets your knee change the presser foot
position so that you don‘t have to take your hands off the sewing area.
The extra wide throat provides enough space for even voluminous projects
and can be combined with the optional extension table. Everything thus stays
where it should be!

Frustrated and stressed? Never again!

Working with needle and thread requires a steady hand, a practised
eye and a lot of patience when it comes to threading. This step is so
difficult for some beginners that it takes the fun out of sewing, even
before they try to work on their first piece of fabric.
There‘s a much better way! Our sophisticated ExtraordinAirTM
threading system solves this problem on its own, at the touch of a
button with a jet of air. Off you go!

baby lock Campus
Tips & tricks for your creative hobby …
Download our instructions for free.
www.babylock.co.uk/campus

Experience infinite refinement …
Creative ideas can only develop where there is enough free space
for them to unfold. Sewing is a handicraft that offers you a high
degree of individuality, letting you present your own personal brand and discover artistic diversity through an exchange
with other sewing enthusiasts. This is exactly what we want
to encourage!
We offer a versatile tool for any type of fabric. Thanks to the automatic thread delivery
(ATD) system, even handling difficult fabrics
becomes child‘s play as the machine always provides the correct setting to achieve an optimum sewing result. The
thread quality is irrelevant. Whether a sturdy yarn or an ultra-thin
thread, the seams look neat.
The Ovation will convince you with its 87 different standard and fanciful decorative stitches. Our baby lock machine‘s special highlight is the
wave seam. Give the machine a try!

There are no limits
			 to your creativity …..

Technical Data
Type of machine		
Number of needles		
Number of threads		
Stitches per minute		
Stitch length			
Stitch width overlock		
Stitch width coverstich
Differential feed		

ExtraordinAirTM Threading System

Developed by baby lock in 2009

Coverlock
1 to 5
8/7/6/5/4/3/2
1500
0,75 to 4 mm
2 to 9 mm
3 or 6 mm
0,6 to 2:1

Individual presser foot pressure
adjustment

Differential feed

Optimum sewing results
with the most varied of fabrics

User-friendly
operation

Sturdy looper channels with folding
auxiliary looper
Stitch selector

Pernille tells us about the

Ovation

from baby lock:

„I‘m a brand new proud owner of a baby lock.“
For more details, please go to www.babylock.co.uk

Patented baby lock AT D -System

Knee lift keeping your hands free

Speed control and
extra-large throat space

Stitch selection
7-thread
expressive
stitch 16 mm
to create
decorative stitches
& lockstitch seams

6-thread
decorative
stitch 16 mm
Rolled seam
combined with cover
stitch

4-thread
overlock

3-thread
overlock
wide
Edge finish for
different types of
fabrics

5-thread
safety stitch
12 mm
To join & edgefinish different
types of fabrics

Strong stitch to
process different
types of fabrics

Double chain stitch

2-thread flatlock

Joining &
decorative
stitch

4 years warranty

2 years statutory warranty plus
2 years baby lock extended warranty

4-thread
cover stitch
6 mm
Elastic cover
stitch & fanciful
decorative effects

Elastic stitch
for stretchy
fabrics

baby lock
Nordstraße 31
09247 Chemnitz
Germany

Internet:
E-mail:
Phone:

6-thread
expressive
stitch 14 mm
Rolled seam
combined with
cover stitch

Wave-Stitch

With cover
stitch for
individual
finishes

Rolled hem

Rolled wave
hem

Edge finish &
decoration

Edge finish
& decoration

3-thread
cover stitch
3 mm
For hems,
pintucks &
decorative effects

www.babylock.co.uk
info@babylock.co.uk
+49 3722 / 40 82 200

Wave flatlock

Edge finish &
decoration
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8-thread
expressive
stitch 16 mm
to create
decorative stitches
& lockstitch seams

